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Abstract
This paper provides upper and lower bounds on list sizes of list decoding for two-user oblivious arbitrarily varying multiple
access channels (AVMACs). An oblivious AVMAC consists of two users who wish to transmit messages (without cooperation)
to a remote receiver, a malicious jammer who only has access to the codebooks of both users (which are also known to every
party), and a receiver who is required to decode the message pair sent by both users. The transmitters send codewords which
encode messages subject to input constraints. The jammer, without knowing the transmitted codeword pair, injects adversarial
noise subject to state constraints so as to actively corrupt the communication from both users to the receiver. It was left as an
open question in [Cai16] to nail down the smallest list sizes for constrained AVMACs. Our inner and outer bounds are based on
a judicious notion of symmetrizability for AVMACs introduced by [Cai16] with twists to incorporate input and state constraints.
The analysis follows techniques by Csisza´r and Narayan [CN88]. When no constraints are imposed, our bound collapse to prior
results by Cai [Cai16] which characterized the list-decoding capacity region of unconstrained AVMACs. Techniques used in this
paper can also be extended to the Gaussian case and we characterize the list-decoding capacity region for Gaussian AVMACs.
The converse argument relies on a bounding technique recently used by Hosseinigoki and Kosut [HK19].
I. INTRODUCTION
Oblivious arbitrarily varying channels (AVCs), introduced by Blackwell, Breiman and Thomasian [BBT60], models com-
munication media that is governed by active adversaries with limited knowledge. Specifically, AVCs are channels which takes
transmitted signals as inputs and outputs signals according to the state of the channel which may vary in an arbitrary manner
as the adversary desires. The goal of the adversary, who we call James1, is to prevent communication from happening from the
input end to the output end by introducing carefully designed (not necessarily randomly drawn from certain fixed distribution)
noise. It turns out that the knowledge that James possesses plays an crucial role in the study of AVCs. We say that the channel
(or the adversary) is oblivious if the adversary only has access to the codebook(s) used by the transmitter(s), but not the actually
transmitted signals. Put in other words, the noise James injects cannot depend on the transmitted codeword; or, he is required to
fix his jamming vector before the the transmission is instantiated. On the contrary, if James does not only know the codebook
but also the transmitted codeword, then he is said to be omniscient [CJ81]. The study of omniscient AVCs essentially boils
down to zero-error combinatorial questions regarding high-dimensional packing and the capacity for such channels are widely
open even for very simple AVCs, e.g., bit-flip channels. Oblivious AVCs serve as an interpolation between the worst-case
model, omniscient AVCs, and the average-case model, Shannon channels, i.e., channels with random noise obeying certain
fixed distribution. In the point-to-point scenario, there have been a handful of capacity results. Empirically, the capacity of
point-to-point oblivious AVCs exhibits similar behaviours to the capacity of its Shannon counterpart. Indeed, it is provably
known [CN88] that the best strategy for James is essentially to mimic a Shannon channel, i.e., transmitting random noise.
In terms of model, this paper is a continuation of this line of research towards multiuser setting, in particular, the two-
user multiple access setting. Informally, (two-user) AVMACs model uplink communication with an oblivious adversary. Two
transmitters who are not allowed to cooperate both want to send messages to a single receiver. The channel takes two codewords
from both users and transforms it according to the channel transition law. James gets to control the channel law by choosing
a state sequence only based on two users’ codebooks (which are public to every party). The channel follows a different law
for each different state. The receiver, receiving a noisy word output by the channel, aims to estimate both messages reliably.
In terms of communication goal, this paper pushes our understanding beyond unique decoding capacity. Instead of insisting
on the decoder to exactly reconstruct the transmitted message, we relaxed the goal and allow the decoder to output a list of
messages required to contain the correct message. Such a requirement is known as list decoding, introduced by Elias [Eli57]
and Wozencraft [Woz58]. It was extensively studied against both worst-case and average-case errors. For worst-case notion of
list decoding, improving the performance and constructing explicit list-decodable codes attracted much attention in computer
science community. Despite being interesting in its own right, the concepts and techniques of worst-case list decoding finds
numerous applications in computational complexity [Gur06], the theory of pseudorandomness [DMOZ19], learnings theory
[DKS18], cryptography [GL89], etc. As for list decoding for non-omniscient channels, besides being an important subject by
itself, list decoding is a useful primitive which allows us to invoke as a proof technique to get intermediate results [CJM15].
In many cases, it turns out that one can first list decode to a small sized uncertainty set and then disambiguate it using extra
information.
1He is named so since he can maliciously “jam” the channel.
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2II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Throughout this paper, consider an oblivious arbitrarily varying multiple access channel (AVMAC)
A “ pX ,Y,S,Z, f1, f2,Γ1,Γ2, g,Λ,Wz|x,y,sq,
formally as follows. The message sets of transmitter one and two are denoted by M :“ rL2nR1s and W :“ rL2nR2s,
respectively. The messages m and w to be transmitted by user one and two are assumed to be uniformly distributed in M and
W , respectively. For any m P rL2nR1s, w P rL2nR2s, encoder one and two encode them into x1 P Xn and y P Yn respectively.
The adversary designs an adversarial noise s P Sn only based on his knowledge of the codebooks used by both encoders (not
based on any knowledge of the transmitted codewords). Given the channel output z, the receiver aims to decode to a list L of
at most L message pairs which contains the transmitted pm,wq. We impose input and state constraints as follows. Let
f1 : X Ñ Rě0, f2 : Y Ñ Rě0
be cost functions of input symbols and let g : S Ñ Rě0 be a cost function of state symbols. Further define
f1pxq “ 1
n
ÿ
i
f1pxpiqq, f2pyq “ 1
n
ÿ
i
f2pypiqq,
gpsq “ 1
n
ÿ
i
gpspiqq.
We require all codewords to satisfy
f1pxq ď Γ1, f2pyq ď Γ2,
and every state vector to satisfy gpsq ď Λ. See Fig. 1 for the system diagram of list decoding for oblivious AVMACs.
Fig. 1: List decoding for oblivious AVMACs.
We are interested in proving inner and outer bounds on the L-list decoding capacity region for oblivious AVMACs described
above.
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. IV, we survey relevant prior work pertaining oblivious single/multi-user
AVCs with discrete/continuous alphabet, in the unique/list decoding setting. Our main results regarding list-decoding capacity
of input-and-state-constrained oblivious AVMACs are stated in Sec. V. Before proceeding with the full proof, we fix our
notational convention in Sec. VI and provide necessary preliminaries in Sec. VII. Inner and outer bounds in our main theorem
are proved in Sec. VIII. Analogous results and their proofs for Gaussian channels are stated and sketched in Sec. IX.
IV. PRIOR WORK
We are only concerned with deterministic code capacity of oblivious adversarial channels.
3A. Discrete alphabet
The capacity of oblivious AVCs with and without constraints was given by [CN88]. Hughes [Hug97] used their techniques
to obtain the L-list decoding capacity of oblivious AVCs without constraint for any L. When state constraints are imposed,
upper and lower bounds on L-list decoding capacity of oblivious AVCs were given by [SG12]. They do not match in general
for reasons we illustrate later. The L-list decoding capacity of the Gaussian counterpart is obtained by [HK19]. The work
[SG12] and [HK19] used essentially the same techniques as [CN88].
For oblivious AVMACs, the capacity region is given by [AC99]. However, their result only gave positive rate when the
capacity region has nonempty interior. The characterization is obtained when their result is combined with the dichotomy
theorem. Their techniques (so-called elimination techniques) do not work in the presence of state constraints. Recently, [PS19]
gave a characterization of the capacity region of oblivious AVMACs with (and without) constraints using [CN88]’s techniques.
This, in particular, recovers the result by [AC99] without resorting to the dichotomy theorem.
For list decoding oblivious AVMACs, Cai [Cai16] proposed a judicious notion of symmetrizability and used the elimination
technique to obtain the L-list decoding capacity of oblivious AVMACs without state constraints.
Apparently, two missing pieces along this line of research is the L-list decoding capacity region of AVMACs with constraints
and that of the Gaussian counterpart.
B. Continuous alphabet
For point-to-point single-user oblivious Gaussian AVCs, the deterministic code capacity is determined by Csisza`r and Narayan
[CN91]. The list decoding capacity is recently given by [HK19]. For two-user oblivious Gaussian AVMACs, the deterministic
code capacity region is obtained as a corollary in [PS19]. In what follows, we aim to nail down the list decoding capacity
region of oblivious Gaussian AVMACs.
V. MAIN RESULTS
We state inner and outer bounds that we are going to prove in the rest of this paper. To this end, we need a sequence of
definitions.
Define the collection of (generic) bipartite graphs:
BL :“
$&%B “ pI,J , Eq : I “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Iu , I ď L,J “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju , J ď L,E Ă I ˆ J , |E | ď L
,.- .
We assume that vertices in I,J are listed in ascending order. Let
LLpm,wq :“
$&%L “ pS, T ,Fq : S Ă rM s, T Ă rW s,F Ă S ˆ T , |F | ď L,
m P S, w P T , pm,wq P F
,.-
denote the collection of bipartite graphs realized by messages. We assume that messages in S, T are listed in ascending order.
Let B “ pI,J , Eq denote a bipartite graph with left vertex set I “ rIs, right vertex set J “ rJs and edge set E Ă I ˆ J .
Assume B has no isolated vertex.
For a bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq, define the set of B-symmetrizing distributions
QsympBq :“
$’’’’&’’’’%Q
pBq
s|xI´1,yJ´1 P ∆pS|X I´1 ˆ YJ´1q :
ř
sW pz|xi, yj , sqQps|xIzi, yJ zjq
“ řsW pz|xσpiq, ypipjqqQps|xσpIziq, ypipJ zjqq,
for all pi, jq P E ,
for all σ P SI , pi P SJ s.t. pσ, piqE “ E ,
for all xI P X I , yJ P YJ , z P Z
,////.////- .
Note that both sides of the equation in the definition is a distribution on Z|X I ˆ YJ . This is a judicious notion due to Cai
[Cai16].
We now define two notions of symmetrizability. Symmetrizability is the largest list size the adversary can cause subject to
his constraints. For technical reasons that we will illustrate later, we need a strong notion for outer bound and a weak notion
for inner bound.
Define the strong symmetrizability LspPu,x,yq w.r.t. Pu,x,y as
LspPu,x,yq
:“max
$’&’%L :
DB “ pI,J , Eq s.t. |E | “ L,
max
Pu,xI´1,yJ´1
Pu,xi,yj“Pu,x,y, @pi,jqPE
min!
Q
puq
s|xI´1,yJ´1
)
u
ĂQsympBq
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqP pxI´1, yJ´1|uqQpuqps|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq ă Λ
,/./- .
4Note that the max and min can be reversed since the objective function is linear. Strong symmetrizability will be used to obtain
outer bounds.
Define the weak symmetrizability LwpPu,x,yq w.r.t. Pu,x,y as
LwpPu,x,yq
:“max
$&%L :
DB “ pI,J , Eq s.t. |E | “ L,
min!
Q
puq
s|xI´1,yJ´1
)
u
ĂQsympBq
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqPbpI´1qx|u pxI´1|uqPbpJ´1qy|u pyJ´1|uqQpuqps|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq ă Λ
,.- .
Weak symmetrizability will be used to obtain inner bounds. The difference from the strong one is that the maximization over
all joint distributions of xI´1,yJ´1 is replaced by the product distribution. It is easy to see that LspPu,x,yq ď LwpPu,x,yq for
any Pu,x,y.
We are ready to state our inner and outer bounds on the L-list decoding capacity region of A. Fix L, the inner bound reads
that
Cin “
ď
Pu,x,y“PuPx|uPy|u
Erf1pxqsďΓ1, Erf2pyqsďΓ2
LwpPu,x,yqăL
$&%pR1, R2q : R1 ď inf Ipx; z|y,uq,R2 ď inf Ipy; z|x,uq,
R1 `R2 ď inf Ipx,y; z|uq
,.- .
Both expectations are taken over Pu,x,y. All infimums are taken over jamming distributions Ps|u P ∆pS|Uq such thatř
u,s P puqP ps|uqgpsq ď Λ. All mutual information is evaluated w.r.t. the distribution PuPx|uPy|uPs|uWz|x,y,s.
Replacing the weak symmetrizability LwpPu,x,yq in Cin with LspPu,x,yq, we get our outer bound Cout,
Cout “
ď
Pu,x,y“PuPx|uPy|u
Erf1pxqsďΓ1, Erf2pyqsďΓ2
LspPu,x,yqăL
$&%pR1, R2q : R1 ď inf Ipx; z|y,uq,R2 ď inf Ipy; z|x,uq,
R1 `R2 ď inf Ipx,y; z|uq
,.- .
Define
Ls˚ :“min
$&%LspPu,x,yq : Pu,x,y “ PuPx|uPy|u,E rf1pxqs ď Γ1,E rf2pyqs ď Γ2
,.- ,
Lw˚ :“min
$&%LwpPu,x,yq : Pu,x,y “ PuPx|uPy|u,E rf1pxqs ď Γ1,E rf2pyqs ď Γ2
,.- .
If L ď Ls˚ , then the L-list decoding capacity region is tp0, 0qu.
It is well known that by letting James transmit random noise drawn from certain i.i.d. distribution, the outer bound follows
from the strong converse to list decoding (non-adversarial) MACs. Hence we omit the proof.
VI. NOTATION
Random variables, vectors and matrices. Random variables are denoted by lower case letters in boldface or capital letters
in plain typeface, e.g., m,x, s, U,W , etc. Their realizations are denoted by corresponding lower case letters in plain typeface,
e.g., m,x, s, u, w, etc. Vectors (random or fixed) of length n, where n is the blocklength without further specification, are
denoted by lower case letters with underlines, e.g., x, s, x, s, etc. The i-th entry of a vector x P Xn is denoted by xpiq since
we can alternatively think x as a function from rns to X . Same for a random vector x. Alternatively, we use xk to denote
a length-k X -valued vector xk :“ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq. For a finite index set I Ă Zą0, we use xI to denote an X -valued vector
of length-|I|, each component of which is labelled by the corresponding element in I. For example, if I “ t2, 3, 5, 6, 9u,
then xI “ px2, x3, x5, x6, x9q. Note that xk “ xrks in our convention, though we do not pursue the latter notation in this
case. Matrices are denoted by capital letters in boldface, e.g., P,Σ, etc. We sometimes write Gnˆm to explicitly specify its
dimension. For square matrices, we write Gn for short. Letter I is reserved for identity matrix.
Sets. For M P Zą0, we let rM s denote the set of first M positive integers t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu. Sets are denoted by capital letters
in calligraphic typeface, e.g., C, I, etc. With slight abuse of notation, a singleton set tau is still denoted by a. The same
convention is followed when set operations are performed, e.g., Aza “ Aztau, aY b “ tau Y tbu “ ta, bu, etc. For any finite
set X and any integer 0 ď k ď |X |, we use `Xk˘ to denote the collection of all subsets of X of size k, i.e.,ˆX
k
˙
:“ tY Ď X : |Y| “ ku .
5Similarly, let ˆ X
ď k
˙
:“ tY Ď X : |Y| ď ku
denote the collection of all subsets of X of size at most k.
An n-dimensional Euclidean ball centered at x of radius r is denoted by
Bnpx, rq :“
!
y P Rn : ››y››
2
ď r
)
.
We use SA or S|A| to denote the symmetric group on a finite set A. Permutations are typically denoted by lower case Greek
letters.
Functions. We use the standard Bachmann–Landau (Big-Oh) notation for asymptotics of real-valued functions in positive
integers. Throughout the whole paper, log is to the base 2. For x P R, let rxs` :“ max tx, 0u. For any A Ď Ω, the indicator
function of A is defined as, for any x P Ω,
1Apxq :“
#
1, x P A
0, x R A .
At times, we will slightly abuse notation by saying that 1A is 1 when event A happens and 0 otherwise. Note that 1Ap¨q “ 1t¨PAu.
Let }¨}2 denote the Euclidean/L2-norm. Specifically, for any x P Rn,
}x}2 :“
˜
nÿ
i“1
x2i
¸1{2
.
Probability. The probability mass function (p.m.f.) of a discrete random variable x or a random vector x is denoted by Px or
Px, i.e.,
Pxpxq :“ Pr
x„Px
rx “ xs , Pxpxq “ Pr
x„Px
rx “ xs ,
for any x P X or x P Xn. If every entry of x is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to Px, then we
write x „ Pbnx , where Pbnx is a product distribution defined as
Pxpxq “ Pbnx pxq :“
nź
i“1
Pxpxpiqq.
For a finite set X , ∆pX q denotes the probability simplex on X , i.e., the set of all probability distributions supported on X ,
∆pX q :“
#
Px P r0, 1s|X | :
ÿ
xPX
Pxpxq “ 1
+
.
Similarly, ∆ pX ˆ Yq denotes the probability simplex on X ˆ Y ,
∆ pX ˆ Yq :“
#
Px,y P r0, 1s|X |ˆ|Y| :
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
yPY
Px,ypx, yq “ 1
+
.
Let ∆pY|X q denote the set of all conditional distributions,
∆pY|X q :“
!
Py|x P R|X |ˆ|Y| : Py|xp¨|xq P ∆pYq, @x P X
)
.
The general notion for multiple spaces is defined in the same manner. For a joint distribution Px,y P ∆pX ˆYq, let rPx,ysx P
∆pX q denote the marginalization onto the variable x, i.e., for x P X ,
rPx,ysx pxq :“
ÿ
yPY
Px,ypx, yq.
Sometimes we simply write it as Px (induced by Px,y) when the notation is not overloaded.
6VII. PRELIMINARIES
Probability.
Lemma 1. For any Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P ∆pXLq, any x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xL P X and any σ P SL, the following identity holds
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xLpxσp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xσpLqq “ Pxσ´1p1q,¨¨¨ ,xσ´1pLqpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq.
Lemma 2 (Markov’s inequality). If X is a nonnegative random variable, then for any a ą 0, Pr rX ě as ď E rXs {a.
Lemma 3 (Chebyshev’s inequality). If X is an integrable random variable with finite expectation and finite nonzero variance,
then for any a ą 0, Pr r|XE rXs| ě as ď Var rXs {a2.
Lemma 4 (Sanov’s theorem). Let Q Ă ∆ pX q be a subset of distributions such that it is equal to the closure of its interior. Let
x „ Pbnx for some Px P ∆pX q. Note that E
“
τx
‰ “ Px. Sanov’s theorem determines the first-order exponent of the probability
that the vector empirically looks like drawn from some distribution Q P Q,
´ 1
n
log Pr
“
τx P Q
‰ “ inf
QPQD pQ}Pxq ˘ onp1q.
Channel coding.
Definition 1 (Oblivious AVMAC). An oblivious AVMAC A “ pX ,Y,S,Z, f1, f2,Γ1,Γ2, g,Λ,Wz|x,y,sq is a probability
distribution Wz|x,y,s such that for every x P X , y P Y, s P S, z P Z ,
Pr rz “ z|x “ x,y “ y, z “ zs “Wz|x,y,spz|x, y, sq.
If the users use the channel for n P Zą0 times, the channel acts on the transmitted sequences i.i.d., i.e., for any x P Xn, y P
Yn, s P Sn, z P Zn,
Pr
“
z “ z|x “ x,y “ y, s “ s‰ “Wbnz|x,y,spz|x, y, sq “ nź
i“1
Wz|x,y,spzpiq|xpiq, ypiq, spiqq.
Here the state sequence s P Sn is the output of James’ jamming function Jam which maps the codebook pair of user one and
two to a sequence s “ spC1, C2q P Sn such that gpsq ď Λ.
Definition 2 (Deterministic L-list-decodable code). A deterministic L-list decodable code pEnc1,Enc2,Decq for an oblivious
AVMAC A “ pX ,Y,S,Z, f1, f2,Γ1,Γ2, g,Λ,Wz|x,y,sq consists of
‚ an encoder for user one:
Enc1 : M Ñ Xn
m ÞÑ xm ,
where xm satisfies f1pxmq ď Γ1 for all m PM;
‚ an encoder for user two:
Enc1 : W Ñ Yn
w ÞÑ y
w
,
where y
w
satisfies f2pywq ď Γ2 for all w PW;
‚ a list decoder for the receiver:
Dec: Zn Ñ `MˆWďL ˘
z ÞÑ L ,
where L Q pm,wq.
The dimension n is called the blocklength of the code.
Let M :“ |M| and W :“ |W|. The message sets M and W are identified with rM s and rW s, respectively. The rate of a
code pC1, C2q is defined as a pair pR1, R2q where R1 “ RpC1q :“ 1n logpM{Lq and R2 “ RpC2q :“ 1n logpW {Lq.
At times, we also abuse the notation and call the collection of codewords (images of the encoding maps) codebooks, i.e.,
C1 :“ txmuMm“1, and C2 :“
!
y
w
)W
w“1
.
Definition 3 (Average probability of error). The average probability of error of a codebook pair pC1, C2q equipped with
pEnc1,Enc2,Decq for an oblivious AVMAC A “ pX ,Y,S,Z, f1, f2,Γ1,Γ2, g,Λ,Wz|x,y,sq is defined as
Pe,avgpC1, C2q :“ max
s“spC1,C2q
gpsqďΛ
Pr
m„M
w„W
rp pm, pwq ‰ pm,wqs
7“ max
s“spC1,C2q
gpsqďΛ
Pr
m„M
w„W
rDecpzq ‰ pm,wqs
“ max
s“spC1,C2q
gpsqďΛ
1
MW
ÿ
mPM
wPW
Wbnz|x,y,spz|xm, yw, sq1tpm,wqRDecpzqu,
where the probability is taken over uniform selection of m and w.
Definition 4 (Achievable rate). A rate pair pR1, R2q is said to be achievable for an oblivious AVMAC if for any constant
δ1, δ2 ą 0 and 1, 2 ą 0, there exists a sequence of codes tpC1,n, C2,nqun equipped with pEnc1,n,Enc2,n,Decnq for infinitely
many n such that, there is an n0, for every n ą n0,
‚ R1,n ě R1 ´ δ1 and R2,n ě R2 ´ δ2;
‚ the probabilities of user one’s and user two’s decoding errors vanish in n,
Pe,ApC1,n, C2,nq ď1,
Pe,BpC1,n, C2,nq ď2.
Definition 5 (L-list-decoding capacity). The capacity pC1, C2q of an oblivious AVMAC is defined as the supremum of all
achievable rates,
C1 :“ lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
nÒ8
max
C1,n,C2,n
Pe,avgpC1,C2qď
RpC1,nq,
C2 :“ lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
nÒ8
max
C1,n,C2,n
Pe,avgpC1,C2qď
RpC2,nq,
where C1,n and C2,n satisfy power constraints.
Method of types. Without loss of generality, we write X “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |X |u. For x P Xn and x P X , let
Nxpxq :“ |ti P rns : xpiq “ xu| ,
which counts the number of occurrences of a symbol x in a vector x. Similarly, define
Nx,y
`
x, y
˘
:“ ˇˇ i P rns : xpiq “ x, ypiq “ y(ˇˇ .
Definition 6 (Types). For a length-n vector x over a finite alphabet X , the type τx of x is a length-|X | (empirical) probability
vector (or the histogram of x), i.e., τx P r0, 1s|X | has entries τxpxq :“ Nxpxq{n for all x P X .
Definition 7 (Joint types and conditional types). The joint type τx,y P r0, 1s|X |ˆ|Y| of two vectors x P Xn and y P Yn is
defined as τx,ypx, yq “ Nx,ypx, yq{n for x P X and y P Y .
The conditional type τy|x P r0, 1s|X |ˆ|Y| of a vector y P Yn given another vector x P Xn is defined as τy|xpy|xq “
Nx,y
`
x, y
˘{Nx pxq.
Remark 1. We will also write τx, τx,y, τy|x, τy|x etc. for generic types that are taken from the corresponding sets of types even
if they do not come from instantiated vectors. For instance, τx is a type corresponding to any x of that type. The particular
choice of x is not important and will not be specified. These notations are for explicitly distinguishing types from distributions.
Lemma 5. For L (L is a constant) finite sets X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XL of sizes independent of n, the number of types of L-tuple of length-n
vectors px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq, where xi P Xni (1 ď i ď L), is nOp1q.
VIII. LIST DECODING OBLIVIOUS AVMACS WITH INPUT AND STATE CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we prove our main theorems.
Theorem 6 (Achievability/inner bound). If L ą Lw˚, then any rate pair pR1, R2q in the interior of Cin is achievable. That is,
for any δ1, δ2 ą 0, there exists an L-list decodable code (sequence) pC1, C2q “ pEnc1,Enc2,Decq of rate pR1 ´ δ1, R2 ´ δ2q
and vanishing (in n) average probability of error such that |Decpzq| ď L for any z P Zn.
Theorem 7 (Converse). If L ď Ls˚ , then the L-list decoding capacity region is tp0, 0qu. That is, for any 1, 2 ą 0 any code
pC1, C2q “ pEnc1,Enc2,Decq of rate p1, 2q such that |Decpzq| ď L for any z P Zn must have average probability of error
at least some positive constant.
8A. Decoding rules
Given a codebook pair C1 “ txmuL2
nR1
m“1 and C2 “
!
y
w
)L2nR2
w“1
, and a time-sharing sequence u. Fix slack factors η, η1 ą 0.
For η ą 0, define the set of joint distributions that are consistent with the physical transmission across the channel
Pη :“
"
Pu,x,y,s,z P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ Y ˆ S ˆ Zq : D
`
Pu,x,y,s,z}PuPx|uPy|uPs|uWz|x,y,s
˘ ď η,
E rgpsqs ď Λ
*
.
Observing z, output all pm,wq such that there exists s with gpsq ď Λ satisfying:
1) For pu,x,y, s, zq „ τu,xm,yw,s,z , we have Pu,x,y,s,z P Pη;
2) For any bipartite graph L “ pS, T ,Fq P LLpm,wq and the corresponding list
!
pxm1 , yw1q : pm1, w1q P F
)
such that for
each pm1, w1q P F , there exists sm1,w1 with gpsm1,w1q ď Λ, Pu,xm1 ,yw1 ,sm1,w1 ,z P Pη , we have that
I
´
x,y, z; xSzm,yT zw
ˇˇˇ
u, s
¯
ď η1.
B. Codebook construction
Codewords with the following desired properties can be obtained via random selection. The proof is along the line of [CN88]
and we omit the details.
Let
P1 :“
#
Px P ∆pX q : E rf1pxqs “
ÿ
x
Pxpxqf1pxq ď Γ1
+
,
P2 :“
#
Py P ∆pYq : E rf2pyqs “
ÿ
y
Pypyqf2pyq ď Γ2
+
.
Lemma 8. Fix any  ą 0, sufficiently large n, rate pair R1 ą , R2 ą , types Pu, Px|u, Py|u with
“
PuPx|u
‰
x
P P1,
“
PuPy|u
‰
y
P
P2 and bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq P BL, there exist a time-sharing sequence u of type Pu and a codebook pair
C1 “ txmuL2
nR1
m“1 , C2 “
!
y
w
)L2nR2
w“1
of type τxm,yw|u “ Px|uPy|u (1 ď m ď L2nR1 , 1 ď w ď L2nR2 ) such that for
every x “ xm0 P C1, y “ yw0 P C2, s with gpsq ď Λ and every joint type Pu,xI ,yJ ,s with Pxi,yj |u “ Px|uPy|u for everypi, jq P E , the following properties hold. For every pi, jq P E ,ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq P “L2nR1‰ˆ “L2nR2‰ : τu,xm,yw,s “ Pu,x,y,s)ˇˇˇ ď 2npR1`R2´{2q, (1)
if Ipx,y; s|uq ě ; ˇˇˇ!
pm1, w1q : τu,x,y,xm1 ,yw1 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xi,yj ,s
)ˇˇˇ
ď2nprR1`R2´Ipxi,yj ;x,y,s|uqs``q; (2)ˇˇˇ!
m1 P rM s : τu,x,y,xm1 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xi,s
)ˇˇˇ
ď2nprR1´Ipxi;x,y,s|uqs``q; (3)ˇˇˇ!
w1 P rW s : τu,x,y,y
w1 ,s
“ Pu,x,y,yj ,s
)ˇˇˇ
ď2prR1´Ipyj ;x,y,s|uqs``q; (4)
and ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,yw1 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xi,yj ,s, for some m1 ‰ m,w1 ‰ w
)ˇˇˇ
ď 2npR1`R2´{2q, (5)
if Ipx,y; xi,yj , s|uq ´ rR1 `R2 ´ Ipxi,yj ; s|uqs` ě ;ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xi,s, for some m1 ‰ m
)ˇˇˇ
ď2npR1´{2q, (6)
if Ipx,y; xi, s|uq ´ rR1 ´ Ipxi; s|uqs` ě ;ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq : τu,xm,yw,yw1 ,s “ Pu,x,y,yj ,s, for some w1 ‰ w
)ˇˇˇ
ď2npR2´{2q, (7)
if Ipx,y; yj , s|uq ´ rR2 ´ Ipyj ; s|uqs` ě .
Furthermore, if R1 `R2 ă minpi,jqPE Ipxi,yj ; s|uq, thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
#
L “ pS, T ,Fq P LLpm0, w0q :
L has the same underlying graph as B,
τu,xm0 ,yw0
,xSzm0 ,yT zw0 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xI´1,yJ´1,s
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď2n; (8)
9and ˇˇˇˇ"
pm,wq P rM s ˆ rW s : τu,xm,yw,xSzm,yT zw,s “ Pu,x,y,xI´1,yJ´1,s,
for some L P LLpm,wq with the same graph structure as B
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď2npR1`R2´{2q, (9)
if Ipx,y; xI´1,yJ´1, s|uq ě .
If R1 ă miniPrLs Ipxi; s|uq, thenˇˇˇˇ"
S P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: S Q m0, τu,xm0 ,yw0 ,xSzm0 ,s “ Pu,x,y,xL´1,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď2n; (10)
and ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq : τu,xm,yw,xSzm,s “ Pu,x,y,xL´1,s, for some S with |S| “ L, S Q m0
)ˇˇˇ
ď2npR1´{2q, (11)
if Ipx,y; xL´1, s|uq ě .
If R2 ă minjPrLs Ipyj ; s|uq, thenˇˇˇˇ"
T P
ˆrW s
L
˙
: T Q w0, τu,xm0 ,yw0 ,yT zw0 ,s “ Pu,x,y,yL´1,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď2n; (12)
and ˇˇˇ!
pm,wq : τu,xm,yw,yT zw,,s “ Pu,x,y,yL´1,s, for some T with |T | “ L, T Q w0
)ˇˇˇ
ď2npR2´{2q, (13)
if Ipx,y; yL´1, s|uq ě .
Remark 2. When we say two graphs have the same structure, the equivalence is sensitive to vertex relabelling. Two bipartite
graphs B “ pI,J , Eq P BL and L “ pS, T ,Fq P LLpm,wq have the same structure if L is identical to B after relabelling S
and T using I and J , respectively. Recall that we require that vertices in I,J are consecutive increasing positive integers;
vertices in S, T are messages of increasing indices. For example, in Fig. 2, B “ pI,J , Eq P B4, where I “ r3s, J “ r2s
and E “ tp1, 2q, p2, 1q, p2, 2q, p3, 2qu, and L “ pS, T ,Fq P L4pm3, w1q, where S “ tm2,m3,m7u, T “ tw1, w3u and
F “ tpm2, w3q, pm3, w1q, pm3, w3q, pm7, w3qu, have the same structure. However B does not have the same structure as L1 “
pS 1, T 1,F 1q P L4pm3, w1q, where S 1 “ tm1,m3,m5u, T 1 “ tw1, w2u and F 1 “ tpm1, w1q, pm3, w1q, pm3, w2q, pm5, w1qu,
though they are isomorphic.
Fig. 2: Graphs with the same underlying structure.
C. Unambiguity of decoding
Lemma 9. Fix types Pu, Px|u, Py|u with
“
PuPx|u
‰
x
P P1,
“
PuPy|u
‰
y
P P2. Fix any time-sharing sequence u of type Pu and
any codebook pair C1 “ txmuL2
nR1
m“1 , C1 “
!
y
w
)L2nR2
w“1
such that τxm|u “ Px|u, τyw|u “ Py|u. Assume that Pupuq ą 0 for all
u and ΛpB, PuPx|uPy|uq ą Λ for all bipartite graphs B “ pI,J , Eq P BL.
Suppose L ą LwpPu,x,yq.2 Then the decoder defined above always outputs a list of at most L message pairs. That is, there
is no bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq P BL`1 and no joint distribution Pu,xI ,yJ ,sE ,z simultaneously satisfying
1) Pxi|u “ Px|u, Pyj |u “ Py|u for all i P I, j P J ;
2) E rgpsi,jqs ď Λ for all pi, jq P E;
3) Pu,xi,yj ,si,j ,z P Pη for all pi, jq P E;
4) I
`
xi,yj , z; x
Izi,yJ zj
ˇˇ
u, si,j
˘ ď η1 for all pi, jq P E .
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there is a bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq P BL`1 and a joint distribution
Pu,xI ,yJ ,sE ,z satisfying the above conditions.
2In fact, it suffices to prove the lemma for L “ LwpPu,x,yq ` 1.
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Now consider the divergences, for pi, jq P E ,
D
´
Pu,xi,yj ,xIzi,yJ zj ,si,j ,z
›››PuPxi|uPyj |uPxIzi,yJ zj ,si,j |uWz|xi,yj ,si,j ¯ .
One can verify that the above divergence is the sum of
η ěD
´
Pu,xi,yj ,si,j ,z
›››PuPxi|uPyj |uPsi,jWz|xi,yj ,si,j ¯
“
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,s,z
P pu, xi, yj , xIzi, yJ zj , s, zq log P pu, xi, yj , s, zq
P puqP pxi|uqP pyj |uqP psqW pz|xi, yj , sq
and
η1 ěI
´
xi,yj , z; x
Izi,yJ zj
ˇˇˇ
u, si,j
¯
“
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,s,z
P pu, xi, yj , xIzi, yJ zj , s, zq log P px
Izi, yJ zj |u, s, xi, yj , zq
P pxIzi, yJ zj |u, sq .
Hence each of the above divergences is at most η ` η1. Since marginalization does not increase divergence, we have
D
´
Pu,xi,yj ,xIzi,yJ zj ,z
›››PuPxi|uPyj |uVxIzi,yJ zj ,z|u,xi,yj¯ ď η ` η1,
where
VxIzi,yJ zj ,z|u,xi,yj pxIzi, yJ zj , z|u, xi, yjq :“
ÿ
s
PxIzi,yJ zj ,si,j |upxIzi, yJ zj , s|uqWz|xi,yj ,si,j pz|xi, yj , sq.
By Pinsker’s inequality, the divergence is lower bounded by the total variation distance (multiplied by some universal constant).
We hence have
c
a
η ` η1 ě
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇ
P pu, xi, yj , xIzi, yJ zj , zq ´ P puqP pxi|uqP pyj |uqV pxIzi, yJ zj , z|u, xi, yjq
ˇˇˇ
,
where c “ ?2 ln 2.
Similarly, for pi1, j1q P E , we have the same inequality
c
a
η ` η1 ě
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇ
P pu, xi1 , yj1 , xIzi1 , yJ zj1 , zq ´ P puqP pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqV pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , z|u, xi1 , yj1q
ˇˇˇ
,
where
V 1
xIzi1 ,yJ zj1 ,z|u,xi1 ,yj1 px
Izi1 , yJ zj
1
, z|u, xi1 , yj1q :“
ÿ
s
PxIzi1 ,yJ zj1 ,si1,j1 |upxIzi
1
, yJ zj
1
, s|uqWz|xi1 ,yj1 ,si1,j1 pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq.
By triangle inequality,
2c
a
η ` η1
ě
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇ
P puqP pxi|uqP pyj |uqV pxIzi, yJ zj , z|u, xi, yjq ´ P puqP pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqV 1pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , z|u, xi1 , yj1q
ˇˇˇ
“
ÿ
u,xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
s
P puqP pxi|uqP pyj |uqP pxIzi, yJ zj , s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq ´ P puqP pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqP pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Let pu˚ :“ minu Pupuq. Since Pu is assumed to have no zero atom, pu˚ ą 0. By Markov’s inequality,
2c
?
η ` η1
pu˚
ě
ÿ
xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
s
P pxi|uqP pyj |uqP pxIzi, yJ zj , s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq ´ P pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqP pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (14)
Note that for any σ P SI´1, pi P SJ´1, the summation (14) equalsÿ
xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
s
P pxi|uqP pyj |uqP pxσpIziq, ypipJ zjq, s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq ´ P pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqP pxσpIzi1q, ypipJ zj1q, s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Hence the RHS of Eqn. (14) equals
1
pI ´ 1q!pJ ´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSI´1,piPSJ´1
ÿ
xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
s
P pxi|uqP pyj |uqP pxσpIziq, ypipJ zjq, s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq
11
´
ÿ
s
P pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqP pxσpIzi1q, ypipJ zj1q, s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ě
ÿ
xI ,yJ ,z
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
s
P pxi|uqP pyj |uqQpxIzi, yJ zj , s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq ´ P pxi1 |uqP pyj1 |uqQpxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , (15)
where
QxI´1,yJ´1,s|u :“ 1pI ´ 1q!pJ ´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSI´1,piPSJ´1
Pxσ´1pIziq,ypi´1pJ zjq,si,j |u.
One can check that QxI´1,yJ´1,s|u is symmetric in xI´1, yJ´1 for every u, s. Indeed, for any u, s, xI´1, yJ´1 and σ1 P
SI´1, pi1 P SJ´1,
Qpxσ1pI´1q, ypi1pJ´1q, s|uq “ 1pI ´ 1q!pJ ´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSI´1,piPSJ´1
P pxσpσ1pI´1qq, ypippi1pJ´1qq, s|uq
“ 1pI ´ 1q!pJ ´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSI´1,piPSJ´1
P pxσpI´1q, ypipJ´1q, s|uq
“QpxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq.
Let fpQxI´1,yJ´1,s|u, Px|u, Py|uq denote the RHS of Eqn. (15) maximized over edges pi1, j1q ‰ pi, jq. Suppose that, via
distributions Q˚
xI´1,yJ´1,s|u, P
˚
x|u, P
˚
y|u, f attains its maxima fpQ˚, P˚x|u, P˚y|uq — ζ. We will argue that ζ ą 0. Assume
otherwise ζ “ 0. Then for all pi1, j1q ‰ pi, jq, xI , yJ , z,ÿ
s
P˚pxi|uqP˚pyj |uqQ˚pxIzi, yJ zj , s|uqW pz|xi, yj , sq “
ÿ
s
P˚pxi1 |uqP˚pyj1 |uqQ˚pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 , s|uqW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq. (16)
Marginalizing z out, we have
P˚pxi|uqP˚pyj |uqQ˚pxIzi, yJ zj |uq “P˚pxi1 |uqP˚pyj1 |uqQ˚pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 |uq. (17)
In fact, Q satisfying the above identity must be a product distribution.
Q˚pxIzi, yJ zj |uq “pP˚qbpI´1qpxIzi|uqpP˚qbpJ´1qpyJ zj |uq, (18)
which is obviously symmetric The proof of the above identity is deferred to Lemma 10. Substituting this back to Eqn. (16)ÿ
s
P˚pxi|uqP˚pyj |uqQ˚pxIzi, yJ zj |uqQ˚ps|u, xIzi, yJ zjqW pz|xi, yj , sq
“
ÿ
s
P˚pxi1 |uqP˚pyj1 |uqQ˚pxIzi1 , yJ zj1 |uqQ˚ps|u, xIzi1 , yJ zj1qW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq,
we have ÿ
s
pP˚qbIpxI |uqpP˚qbJpyJ |uqQ˚ps|u, xIzi, yJ zjqW pz|xi, yj , sq
“
ÿ
s
pP˚qbIpxI |uqpP˚qbJpyJ |uqQ˚ps|u, xIzi1 , yJ zj1qW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq.
Cancelling out pP˚qbIpxI |uqpP˚qbJpyJ |uq which is independent of s, we getÿ
s
Q˚ps|u, xIzi, yJ zjqW pz|xi, yj , sq “
ÿ
s
Q˚ps|u, xIzi1 , yJ zj1qW pz|xi1 , yj1 , sq.
Since
Q˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq “Q˚pxI´1, yJ´1|uqQ˚ps|xI´1, yJ´1, uq, (19)
and both Q˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq and Q˚pxI´1, yJ´1|uq are symmetric in xI´1, yJ´1, Q˚ps|xI´1, yJ´1, uq is also symmetric.
Therefore, rQups|xI´1, yJ´1q :“ Q˚ps|u, xI´1, yJ´1q is a symmetrizing distribution for every u. Note also thatÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1
P puqpP˚qbpI´1qpxI´1|uqpP˚qbpJ´1qpyJ´1|uq rQups|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq
“
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqP˚pxI´1|uqP˚pyJ´1|uqQ˚ps|u, xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq
“
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqQ˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uqgpsq (20)
12
“ 1pI ´ 1q!pJ ´ 1q!
ÿ
σPSI´1,piPSJ´1
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqPxσ´1pIziq,ypi´1pJ zjq,si,j |upxI´1, yJ´1, s|uqgpsq
“
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqPxIzi,yJ zj ,si,j |upxI´1, yJ´1, s|uqgpsq (21)
“
ÿ
s
Psi,j psqgpsq
“E rgpsi,jqs
ďΛ, (22)
where Eqn. (20) is by Bayes’ theorem,
Q˚ps|u, xI´1, yJ´1q “P puqQ
˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq
P pu, xI´1, yJ´1q
“ P puqQ
˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq
P puqP˚pxI´1|uqP˚pyJ´1|uq
“ Q
˚pxI´1, yJ´1, s|uq
P˚pxI´1|uqP˚pyJ´1|uq .
Eqn. (21) follows since the inner summation is invariant under every permutation pair pσ, piq. Eqn. (22) is by the assumption of
this lemma. We thus have found a family of symmetrizing distributions subject to power constraints which have an underlying
graph B P BL`1 with |EpBq| “ L`1 edges, which means LwpPu,x,yq ě L`1. This contradicts the assumption LwpPu,x,yq ă L
and finishes the proof.
It remains to check Eqn. (18).
Lemma 10. For I ě 2, J ě 2, let Q P ∆pX I´1 ˆ YJ´1|Uq and P1 P ∆pX |Uq, P2 P ∆pY|Uq be such that
QpxIzi, yJ zj |uqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “QpxIzi1 , yJ zj1 |uqP1pxi1 |uqP2pyj1 |uq (23)
for all pi, jq ‰ pi1, j1q, xI , yJ , u. Then
QpxIzi, yJ zj |uqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “ PbI1 pxI |uqPbJ2 pyJ |uq, (24)
for all i, j, xI , yJ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on I and J . When I “ J “ 2, i.e., I “ ti, i1u ,J “ tj, j1u, Eqn. (23) reduces to
Qpxi1 , yj1 |uqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “Qpxi, yj |uqP1pxi1 |uqP2pyj1 |uq.
Summing over xi, yj on both sides, we get Qpxi1 , yj1 |uq “ P1pxi1 |uqP2pyj1 |uq. This proves Eqn. (24) for I “ J “ 2.
Assume that Eqn. (24) holds for I ´ 1 and J ´ 1.
For pi, jq ‰ pi1, j1q and i, i1 ‰ I, j, j1 ‰ J , summing over xI and yJ on both sides of Eqn. (23) yields
QpxIzpiYIq, yJ zpjYJqqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “QpxIzpi1YJq, yJ zpj1YJqqP1pxi1 |uqP2pyj1 |uq,
which can also be written as
QpxrI´1szi, yrJ´1szjqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “QpxrI´1szi1 , yrJ´1szj1qP1pxi1 |uqP2pyj1 |uq.
By induction hypothesis,
QpxrI´1szi, yrJ´1szjqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “PbpI´1q1 pxI´1|uqPbpJ´1q2 pyJ´1|uq. (25)
For i1 “ I and j1 “ J , doing the same thing gives that, for i ‰ i1, j ‰ j1,
QpxrI´1szi, yrJ´1szj |uqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq “QpxIzpiYIq, yJ zpjYJq|uqP1pxi|uqP2pyj |uq
“QpxrI´1s, yrJ´1s|uq. (26)
Combining Eqn. (25) and Eqn. (26), we have
QpxrI´1s, yrJ´1s|uq “PbpI´1q1 pxI´1|uqPbpJ´1q2 pyJ´1|uq,
which finishes the proof.
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D. Achievability
Define, for some bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq P BL´1 and distribution Px,y “ PxPy,rΛpB, Px,yq :“ min
Qs|xI´1,yJ´1PQsympBq
ÿ
xI´1,yJ´1,s
PbpI´1qx pxI´1qPbpJ´1qy pyJ´1qQs|xI´1,yJ´1ps|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq.
For Py,x,y “ PuPx|uPy|u, define
ΛpB, Pu,x,yq :“
ÿ
u
PupuqrΛpB, Px,y|uq
“ min!
Q
puq
s|xI´1,yJ´1
)
ĂQsympBq
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
PupuqPbpI´1qx|u pxI´1qPbpJ´1qy|u pyJ´1qQpuqs|xI´1,yJ´1ps|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq.
Fix Pu, Px|u, Py|u with
“
PuPx|u
‰
x
P P1,
“
PuPy|u
‰
y
P P2. Assume Pupuq ą 0 for every u. We write Lw and Ls instead of
LwpPuPx|yPy|uq and LspPuPx|yPy|uq for brevity. Assume L ą Lw, e.g., L “ Lw ` 1. We know, by non-symmetrizability,
that rΛpB, Pu,x,yq ą Λ for any B P BL. Fix η, η1 such that ψpzq ď L for all received z under our decoder ψ and
Ipx1,y1; z|uq ěIpx,y; z|uq ´ δ{3,
Ipx1; z|uq ěIpx; z|uq ´ δ{3,
Ipy1; z|uq ěIpy; z|uq ´ δ{3,
for any Pu,x1,y1,s1,z P Pη .
Choose R1, R2 such that
R1 “Ipx; z|uq ´ 5δ{6,
R2 “Ipy; z|uq ´ 5δ{6,
R1 `R2 “Ipx,y; z|uq ´ 5δ{6.
Let M :“ L2nR1 ,W :“ L2nR2 . Let u be a time-sharing sequence of type Pu. Let  “ min tδ{5, 2η{5u. Pick a codebook
pair C1 “ txmuL2
nR1
m“1 , C2 “
!
y
w
)L2nR2
w“1
which are Px|u- and Py|u-constant composition, respectively, and satisfy properties
mentioned above.
Let pm,wq be the transmitted message pair. Fix s with gpsq ď Λ. Conditioning on C1, C2, u, s,m,w is omitted for brevity.
We use boldface lower-case letters to denote random variables distributed according to the types of the corresponding vectors.
We write x,y instead of xm,yw, for short.
We now bound the average probability of error Pe,avgpsq under the action of s. A decoding error occurs either if Pu,x,y,s,z R Pη
or if there is a bipartite graph B P BL and a joint distribution Pu,x,y,xI´1,yJ´1,s,z such that
1) Pu,x,y,s,z P Pη;
2) for each pi, jq P E , there is an si,j with E rsi,js ď Λ such that Pu,xi,yj ,si,j ,z P Pη;
3) Ipx,y, z; xI´1,yJ´1|u, sq ą η1.
Define error events
Gatyp :“
 
D
`
Pu,x,y,s,z}PuPx|uPy|uPsWz|x,y,s
˘ ą η( ;
G :“tIpx,y; s|uq ě u ;
For B P BL with I ą 1, J ą 1, let
Dη,η1pBq :“
$&%τu,x,y,xI´1,yJ´1,s,z : τu,x,y,s,z P Pη,@pi, jq P E , Dsi,j , E rsi,js ď Λ, τu,xi,yj ,si,j ,z P Pη,
Ipx,y, z; xI´1,yJ´1|u, sq ą η1
,.- .
Also define
D1η,η1 :“
$&%τu,x,y,xL´1,s,z : τu,x,y,s,z P Pη,@i P rLs, Dsi, E rsis ď Λ, τu,xi,y,si,z P Pη,
Ipx,y, z; xI´1|u, sq ą η1
,.- ,
D2η,η1 :“
$&%τu,x,y,yL´1,s,z : τu,x,y,s,z P Pη,@j P rLs, Dsj , E rsjs ď Λ, τu,x,yj ,sj ,z P Pη,
Ipx,y, z; yL´1|u, sq ą η1
,.- .
We write DpBq,D1,D2 for short.
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Let
D “ Dη,η1 :“
ď
BPBL
Ią1,Ją1
Dη,η1pBq,
epm,w, sq :“
ÿ
z : pm,wqRψpzq
W pz|xm, yw, sq.
The average probability of error under the action of a given s is
Pe,avgpsq “ 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq
epm,w, sq
ď 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq
epm,w, sq1G ` 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
epm,w, sq
ď 1
MW
|tpm,wq : Ipu,x,y; sq ě u| (27)
` 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
z : τu,xm,yw,s,z
RPη
W pz|xm, yw, sq (28)
` 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
τPD
eτ pm,w, sq (29)
` 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
τPD1
e1τ pm,w, sq (30)
` 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
τPD2
e2τ pm,w, sq, (31)
where
eτ pm,w, sq :“
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,yT zw,s,z“τ
for some LPLLpm,wq
W pz|xm, yw, sq,
e1τ pm,w, sq :“
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,s,z“τ
for some SPprMsL q, SQm
W pz|xm, yw, sq,
e2τ pm,w, sq :“
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,yT zw,s,z“τ
for some T PprW sL q, T Qw
W pz|xm, yw, sq.
Here L has the same underlying graph structure as Bτ .
The first term (27) is at most 2´n{2 (up to polynomial factors) by Eqn. (1).
By Sanov’s theorem, the second term (28) dot equals
sup
Pu,x,y,s,z : GatypXGc holds
2´DpPu,x,y,s,z}Pu,x,y,s,Wz|x,y,sq ď 2´npη´q
where the inequality follows since
D
`
Pu,x,y,s,z}Pu,x,y,s,Wz|x,y,s
˘ “DpPu,x,y,s,z}PuPx|uPy|uPsWz|x,y,sq ´ Ipx,y; s|uq
ąη ´ .
We now proceed bounding (29), (30) and (31) separately.
1) Bounds on term (29): We can further bound term (29) as
1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
τPD
eτ pm,w, sq ď 1
MW
ÿ
pm,wq : Gc holds
ÿ
BPBL
Ią1,Ją1
ÿ
τPDpBq
eτ pm,w, sq. (32)
Fix any bipartite graph B P BL with I ą 1, J ą 1. Given τ P DpBq with underlying graph structure B, let
H1 :“tR1 `R2 ă min tIpxi,yj ; s|uq : pi, jq P EpBquu .
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Then
1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq “ 1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq1H1 (33)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq1Hc1 . (34)
We will bound term (33) and (34) separately and hence obtain a bound on term (32).
Let
H2 :“
 
Ipx,y; xI´1,yJ´1, s|uq ě ( .
Then the term (33) can be decomposed as
1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXH1XH2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq (35)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : : GcXH1XHc2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq. (36)
The term (35) is at most 2´n{2 (up to polynomial factors) by Eqn. (9). The term (36) is at most
1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXH1XHc2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
eτ pm,w, sq
ď 1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXH1XHc2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
ÿ
LPLLpm,wq
τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,yT zw,s“rτsu,x,y,xI´1,yJ´1,s
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,yT zw,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq
The inner sum is at most ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,yT zw,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq ď 2´nIpz;x
I´1,yJ´1|u,x,y,sq.
Note that
I
`
z; xI´1,yJ´1|u,x,y, s˘ “I `x,y, z; xI´1,yJ´1|u, s˘´ I `x,y; xI´1,yJ´1|u, s˘
ąη ´ I `x,y; xI´1,yJ´1, s|u˘ (37)
ąη ´ . (38)
Eqn. (37) is by τ P DpBq and Eqn. (38) is by Hc2. Combining it with (8), we have that term (36) is at most 2´npη´2q. Hence
(33) is at most the sum of Eqn. (35) and Eqn. (36) which is in turn at most (up to polynomial factors)
2´n{2 ` 2´npη´2q ď2´n{2 ` 2´n{2 “ 2 ¨ 2´n{2. (39)
We now bound the term (34). Let us fix any pi, jq P EpBq such that R1 `R2 ě Ipxi,yj ; s|uq. Let
H3 :“
!
Ipx,y; xi,yj , s|uq ´ rR1 `R2 ´ Ipxi,yj ; s|uqs` ě 
)
.
Then
eτ pm,w, sq “
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,yT zw,s,z“τ
for some LPLLpm,wq
W pz|xm, yw, sq
ď
ÿ
z : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,yw1 ,s,z“rτsu,x,y,xi,yj ,s,z
for some m1‰m,w1‰w
W pz|xm, yw, sq. (40)
Let reτ pm,w, sq denote the RHS (40). Then (34) can be upper bounded as follows.
1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXHc1XH3 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
reτ pm,w, sq (41)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXHc1XHc3 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
reτ pm,w, sq. (42)
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By Eqn. (5), Eqn. (41) is at most 2´n{2 (up to polynomial factors).
Assume also that Pxi “ Px, Pyj “ Py. Term (42) is at most
1
MW
ÿ
τPDpBq : GcXHc1XHc3 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
ÿ
m1‰m,w1‰w
τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,yw1 ,s“rτsu,x,y,xi,yj ,s
ÿ
z : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,yw1 ,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq
ď2nprR1`R2´Ipxi,yj ;x,y,s|uqs``q2´nIpz;xi,yj |u,x,y,sq (43)
“2´npIpz;xi,yj |u,x,y,sq´rR1`R2´Ipxi,yj ;x,y,s|uqs`´q. (44)
The Eqn. (43) is by Eqn. (2). Note that Hc1 XHc3 implies
R1 `R2 ąIpx,y; xi,yj , s|uq ` Ipxi,yj ; s|uq ´ 
ąIpx,y; xi,yj |u, sq ` Ipxi,yj ; s|uq ´ 
“Ipxi,yj ; x,y, s|uq ´ .
Therefore
rR1 `R2 ´ Ipxi,yj ; x,y, s|uqs` ďR1 `R2 ´ Ipxi,yj ; x,y, s|uq ` .
Continuing with Eqn. (44), the term (42) is at most
2´npIpz;xi,yj |u,x,y,sq´pR1`R2q`Ipxi,yj ;x,y,s|uq´2q
“2´npIpx,y,s,z;xi,yj |uq´pR1`R2q´2q
ď2´npIpz;xi,yj |uq´pR1`R2q´2q
ď2´nppIpz;x,y|uq´δ{3q´pIpz;x,y|uq´5δ{6q´2q (45)
“2´npδ{2´2q
ď2´n{2, (46)
where Eqn. (45) is due to the choice of η and R1, R2, and Eqn. (46) is due to the choice of .
Finally the term (34) is bounded by the sum of term (41) and term (42) which is in turn at most 2´n{2`2´n{2 “ 2 ¨2´n{2.
2) Bounds on term (30): Term (30) can be bounded in a similar manner to term (32). We provide the calculations for
completeness. Term (31) is symmetric to term (30) and we omit the details.
Given τ P D1, let
H11 :“tR1 ă min tIpxi; s|uq : i P rLsuu .
Then
1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq “ 1MW
ÿ
τPD1 : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq1H11 (47)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : Gc holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq1H1c1 . (48)
We will bound term (47) and (48) separately and hence obtain a bound on term (30).
Let
H12 :“
 
Ipx,y; xL´1, s|uq ě ( .
Then the term (47) can be decomposed as
1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH11XH12 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq (49)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : : GcXH11XH1c2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq. (50)
The term (49) is at most 2´n{2 (up to polynomial factors) by Eqn. (11). The term (50) is at most
1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH11XH1c2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
e1τ pm,w, sq
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ď 1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH11XH1c2 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
ÿ
SPprMsL q, SQm
τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,s“rτsu,x,y,xL´1,s
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq
The inner sum is at most ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq ď 2´nIpz;x
L´1|u,x,y,sq.
Note that
I
`
z; xL´1|u,x,y, s˘ “I `x,y, z; xL´1|u, s˘´ I `x,y; xL´1|u, s˘
ąη ´ I `x,y; xL´1, s|u˘ (51)
ąη ´ . (52)
Eqn. (51) is by τ P D1 and Eqn. (52) is by H1c2 . Combining it with (10), we have that term (50) is at most 2´npη´2q. Hence
(47) is at most the sum of Eqn. (49) and Eqn. (50), which is in turn at most 2´n{2 ` 2´npη´2q (up to polynomial factors).
We now bound the term (48). Let us fix any i P rLs such that R1 ě Ipxi; s|uq. Let
H13 :“
!
Ipx,y; xi, s|uq ´ rR1 ´ Ipxi; s|uqs` ě 
)
.
Then
e1τ pm,w, sq “
ÿ
z : τ
u,xm,yw
,xSzm,s,z“τ
for some SPprMsL q, SQm
W pz|xm, yw, sq
ď
ÿ
z : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,s,z“rτsu,x,y,xi,s,z
for some m1‰m
W pz|xm, yw, sq. (53)
Let re1τ pm,w, sq denote the RHS (53). Then (48) can be upper bounded as follows.
1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH1c1 XH13 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
re1τ pm,w, sq (54)
` 1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH1c1 XH1c3 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
re1τ pm,w, sq. (55)
By Eqn. (6), Eqn. (54) is at most 2´n{2 (up to polynomial factors).
Assume also that Pxi “ Px, Pyj “ Py. Term (55) is at most
1
MW
ÿ
τPD1 : GcXH1c1 XH1c3 holds
ÿ
pm,wq
ÿ
m1‰m
τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,s“rτsu,x,y,xi,s
ÿ
z : τu,xm,yw,xm1 ,s,z“τ
W pz|xm, yw, sq
ď2nprR1´Ipxi;x,y,s|uqs``q2´nIpz;xi|u,x,y,sq (56)
“2´npIpz;xi|u,x,y,sq´rR1´Ipxi;x,y,s|uqs`´q. (57)
The Eqn. (56) is by Eqn. (3). Note that H1c1 XH1c3 implies
R1 ąIpx,y; xi, s|uq ` Ipxi; s|uq ´ 
ąIpx,y; xi|u, sq ` Ipxi; s|uq ´ 
“Ipxi; x,y, s|uq ´ .
Therefore
rR1 ´ Ipxi; x,y, s|uqs` ďR1 ´ Ipxi; x,y, s|uq ` .
Continuing with Eqn. (57), the term (55) is at most
2´npIpz;xi|u,x,y,sq´R1`Ipxi;x,y,s|uq´2q
“2´npIpx,y,s,z;xi|uq´R1´2q
ď2´npIpz;xi|uq´R1´2q
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ď2´nppIpz;x|uq´δ{3q´pIpz;x|uq´5δ{6q´2q (58)
“2´npδ{2´2q
ď2´n{2. (59)
Finally the term (48) is bounded by the sum of term (54) and term (55) which is in turn at most 2´n{2`2´n{2 “ 2 ¨2´n{2.
E. Converse
Assume L ď Ls. Without loss of generality, it suffices to set L “ Ls. We want to show that any code has strictly positive
average probability of error.
By non-symmetrizability, there exist a bipartite graph B “ pI,J , Eq P BL, distributions Pu, Px,y|u, and a collection of
symmetrizing distributions
!
Q
puq
s|xI´1,yJ´1
)
u
Ă QsympBq such that for any PxI´1,yJ´1|u with
“
PxI´1,yJ´1|u
‰
xi,yj |u “ Px,y|u,
ΛspB, Pu,xI´1,yJ´1q :“
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
P puqP pxI´1, yJ´1|uqQpuqps|xI´1, yJ´1qgpsq
ăΛ,
where Pu,xI´1,yJ´1 “ PuPxI´1,yJ´1|u. Let us assume ΛspB, Pu,xI´1,yJ´1q “ Λ´ δ for some constant δ ą 0.
Consider the following jamming strategy of James. Fix any u of type Pu. Sample S „
`rMs
I´1
˘
and T „ `rW sJ´1˘ independently,
uniformly at random. Generate s according to the distribution
Us|xS ,yT ps|u, xS , yT q “
ź
u
ź
iPrns
upiq“u
Qpuqpspiq|xSpiq, yT piqq.
If gpsq ą Λ, then transmit a fixed vector rs “ rs0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s0s where s0 “ argmaxs gpsq. Therefore gprsq “ gmin where gmin “
mins gpsq “ gps0q. The jamming vector transmitted by James satisfies the state constraint with probability 1.
Given S, T , the expected cost of s is
E
s„U
rgpsq|S, T s “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rgpspiq|S, T qs
“ 1
n
ÿ
i
ÿ
s
Ups|xSpiq, yT piqqgpsq
“ 1
n
ÿ
s
ÿ
u,xS ,yT
ÿ
iPrns
upiq“u
xSpiq“xS
yT piq“yT
gpsqQpuqps|xS , yT q
“
ÿ
u,xS ,yT ,s
Qpuqps|xS , yT qgpsq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
$&%i P rns :
upiq “ u,
xSpiq “ xS ,
yT piq “ yT
,.-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
n
“
ÿ
u,xI´1,yJ´1,s
Qpuqps|xS , yT qgpsqP pu, xI´1, yJ´1q
“ΛspB, Pu,xI´1,yJ´1q
“Λ´ δ.
We can also bound the variance (conditioned on S, T ) of the cost of James’ jamming vector.
Var
s„U rgpsq|S, T s “Var
«
1
n
ÿ
i
gpspiqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇS, T
ff
“ 1
n2
ÿ
i
Var rgpspiqq|S, T s (60)
ď 1
n2
ÿ
i
E
“
g2pspiqq|S, T ‰
ď 1
n2
ng2˚
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“g2˚{n,
where g˚ :“ maxs gpsq. Eqn. (60) follows since each coordinate of s is independent. Now,
Pr rgpsq ą Λ|S, T s ďPr r|gpsq ´ E rgpsqs | ą Λ´ E rgpsqs |S, T s (61)
Note that
Λ´ E rgpsq|S, T s “ΛspB, Pu,xI´1,yJ´1q ´ Λ
“δ ą 0.
Hence by Chebyshev’s inequality, the probability (61) is at most
Var rgpsq|S, T s
pΛ´ E rgpsq|S, T sq2 ď
g2˚{n
δ2
“ g
2˚
nδ2
.
Note that for any pm,wq R S ˆ T and any pm1, w1q P S ˆ T , we have
E
s„U
”
Wbnpz|xm, yw, sq|S, T
ı
“
ź
i
E
”
W pzpiq|xmpiq, ywpiq, spiqq
ˇˇˇ
S, T
ı
(62)
“
ź
i
ÿ
s
W pzpiq|xmpiq, ywpiq, sqUps|xSpiq, yT piqq
“
ź
u
ź
iPrns
upiq“u
ÿ
s
W pzpiq|xmpiq, ywpiq, sqQpuqps|xSpiq, yT piqq
“
ź
u
ź
iPrns
upiq“u
ÿ
s
W pzpiq|xm1piq, yw1piq, sqQpuq
´
s
ˇˇˇ
xpSzm
1qYmpiq, ypT zw1qYwpiq
¯
(63)
“E
”
Wbnpz|xm1 , yw1 , sq
ˇˇˇ
pSzm1q Ym, pT zw1q Y w
ı
, (64)
where Eqn. (63) follows since
 
Qpuq
(
u
are symmetrizing distributions. Eqn. (64) follows by rolling equalities (62) to (63)
back. We thus have that, for any L “ pS 1, T 1,F 1q P LL`1pm,wq with the same underlying graph structure as B and for some
pm0, w0q P F 1,
ÿ
pm,wqPF 1
E
s
“
epm,w, sq|S 1zm, T 1zw‰ “ ÿ
pm,wqPF 1
¨˝
1´
ÿ
z : pm,wqPψpzq
E
”
W pz|xm, yw, sq|S 1zm, T 1zw
ı‚˛
“pL` 1q ´
ÿ
pm,wqPF 1
pm,wqPψpzq
ÿ
z
E
”
W pz|xm0 , yw0 , sq|S
1zm0, T 1zw0
ı
ěpL` 1q ´ L (65)
“1, (66)
where inequality (65) follows since, by list decodability requirement, |ψpzq| ď L for any received z. Using the above
observations, the expected (over jamming strategy) average probability of error can be lower bounded as follows.
E
S,T ,s
rPe,avgpsqs “ 1` M
I´1
˘ 1`
W
J´1
˘ 1
MW
ÿ
S,T
ÿ
pm,wq
E
s
repm,w, sq|S, T s
ě 1`
M
I´1
˘ 1`
W
J´1
˘ 1
MW
ÿ
S1,T 1
ÿ
pm,wqPF 1
E
“
epm,w, sq|S 1zm, T 1zw‰ (67)
ě 1`
M
I´1
˘ 1`
W
J´1
˘ 1
MW
ˆ
M
I
˙ˆ
W
J
˙
“
ˆ
1
I
´ 1
M
` 1
MI
˙ˆ
1
J
´ 1
W
` 1
WJ
˙
,
where inequality (67) follows since the inner summation is at least 1 by inequality (66). Since the above bound holds averaged
over James’ stochastic jamming strategy, there exists s generated from U 3 such that
Pe,avg ěPe,avgpsq
3Note again that s sampled from U must satisfy state constraints.
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ě
ˆ
1
I
´ 1
M
` 1
MI
˙ˆ
1
J
´ 1
W
` 1
WJ
˙
.
For any codebook pair of positive rate R1, R2, M
nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8,W nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8. Noe that for a bipartite graph B P BL with I left
vertices and J right vertices to have no isolated vertex, L “ |EpBq| ě max tI, Ju Hence Pe,avg nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 1IJ ě 1{L2.
F. Recovering [Cai16]
Our results recovers the list decoding results for unconstrained AVMACs by Cai [Cai16]. By setting
Γ1 :“max
xPX f1pxq, Γ2 :“ maxyPY f2pyq,
Λ :“max
sPS gpsq,
we have, for every Pu,x,y,
LspPu,x,yq “ LwpPu,x,yq “ Lsym :“max tL : DB “ pI,J , Eq s.t. |E | “ L, QsympBq ‰ Hu .
our inner and outer bounds collapse to the same region which matches Cai’s characterization stated below. If L ą Lsym, then
the L-list decoding capacity of unconstrained oblivious AVMAC is given by
C “
ď
Pu,x,y“PuPx|uPy|u
$&%pR1, R2q : R1 ď inf Ipx; z|yq,R2 ď inf Ipy; z|xq,
R1 `R2 ď inf Ipx,y; zq
,.- ,
where the infimum is taken over jamming distribution Ps|u P ∆pS|Uq and the mutual information is evaluated w.r.t. distribution
PuPx|uPy|uPs|uWz|x,y,s.
If L ď Lsym then the capacity region has empty interior.
Remark 3. Cai’s results were originally stated in terms of closure of convex hulls of multiple regions. Here we adopt an
equivalent formulation by introducing a time-sharing variable u.
IX. LIST DECODING GAUSSIAN AVMACS
A. Model
Suppose user one has M :“ L2nR1 messages and user two has W :“ L2nR2 messages. They both have access to a MAC
which is governed by an adversary. To transmit a message pair pm,wq P rM sˆ rW s which is uniformly distributed, two users
(who are not allowed to cooperate) encode their messages to length-n real-valued codewords x and y, respectively, subject to
the input power constraints
}x}2 ď
a
nP1,
››y››
2
ďanP2.
The adversary can introduce adversarial noise s subject to the state power constraint
}s}2 ď
?
nN
only based on his knowledge of two users’ codebooks. The channels add up x, y, s together with a Gaussian noise g whose
components are i.i.d. Gaussians of variance σ2. That is, the channel outputs z “ x ` y ` s ` g. The receiver is required
to estimate pm,wq given the received vector z. See Fig. 3 for the system diagram of list decoding for oblivious Gaussian
AVMACs.
B. Code design
The codebook C1 “ txmumPrMs of user one consists of M i.i.d. random vectors uniformly distributed on the pn ´ 1q-
dimensional sphere Sn´1p0,?nP1q of radius ?nP1. The codebook C2 “
!
y
w
)
wPrW s
of user two consists of W i.i.d. random
vectors uniformly distributed on Sn´1p0,?nP2q.
Let φ1 and φ2 denote the encoding function of user one and two respectively. Let ψ denote the decoding function of the
receiver.
The receiver uses a minimum distance decoder. Given the received vector z, the decoder finds codeword pairs
pxm1 , yw1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pxmL , ywLq
which are the first L closest codeword pairs to z. That is›››z ´ ´xm1 ` yw1¯›››2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ›››z ´ ´xmL ` ywL¯›››2
and ›››z ´ ´xm1 ` yw1¯›››2 ě ›››z ´ ´xmL ` ywL¯›››2
for any other m1, w1. The decoder then outputs ψpzq “ L “ tpm1, w1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pmL, wLqu.
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Fig. 3: List decoding for oblivious Gaussian AVMACs.
C. Achievability
Along the lines of [CN91], it can be shown that whenever LP1 ą N and LP2 ą N , any rate pair pR1, R2q satisfying
R1 ă1
2
log
ˆ
1` P1
N ` σ2
˙
, (68)
R2 ă1
2
log
ˆ
1` P2
N ` σ2
˙
, (69)
R1 `R2 ă1
2
log
ˆ
1` P1 ` P2
N ` σ2
˙
(70)
can be achieved.
D. Converse
When LP1 ą N and LP2 ą N , the outer bound follows again from strong converse to list decoding (non-adversarial)
Gaussian MACs, whose details we omit.
Our converse in the zero-rate regime pursues the geometric approach instead of reducing it to the discrete alphabet case by
quantization. The argument is inspired by a novel bounding trick introduced in a recent work [HK19].
When LP1 ą N and LP2 ą N , by letting James transmit Gaussian noise g1 „ N p0, pN ´ ηqInq for an arbitrarily small
constant η ą 0, we can show that there exists no L-list decodable code of rate pR1, R2q not satisfying Eqn. (68), (69) and (70).
This is because under such a jamming strategy, the channel is turned into a (non-adversarial) Gaussian MAC z “ x`y` g2,
where g2 “ g ` g1 „ N `0, pN ` σ2 ´ ηqIn˘. The result follows from the converse for list decoding for Gaussian MACs.
We now show that when LP1 ă N and LP2 ă N , no positive rate can be achieved. Suppose LP1p1 ` δ1q “ N and
LP2p1 ` δ2q “ N for some constants δ1 ą 0, δ2 ą 0. We equip James with the following jamming strategy. Suppose a
codebook pair pC1, C2q is L-list decodable. To jam the communication, James first flips a fair coin. If the output is 1, then
he samples x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL from C2 uniformly and independently. He transmits s “ x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xL ´ Lu if }s}2 ď
?
nN and
transmits 0 otherwise. If the output is 0, then James samples y
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,y
L
uniformly and independently from C2. He transmits
s “ y
1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` y
L
´ Lv if }s}2 ď
?
nN and transmits 0 otherwise. Here u and v are two shift vectors that can be computed
based purely on C1, C2. The construction of u, v is described below.
Let
η˚ :“ inf
#
η ě 0: lim inf
nÑ8 supuPRn
Pr
x„C1
”
}x´ u}2 ď
a
nP1η
ı
ą 0
+
.
Note that η˚ ď 1 since Prx„C1
“}x}2 ď ?nP1‰ “ 1 for all n. Fix γ ą 0 such that
γ :“min
#apδ1 ` 2η˚ ´ 4Lη˚ ` 2L2η˚q2 ` p2L2 ´ 4L` 1qδ21 ´ pδ1 ` 2η˚ ´ 4Lη˚ ` 2L2η˚q
2L2 ´ 4L` 1 , η˚
+
. (71)
Let η :“ η˚ ` γ{2. The first term on the RHS of Eqn. (71) is the unique positive root of the following equation"
γ{2` pL´ 1q?γη “ δ1{2
η “ η˚ ` γ{2 .
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Define
 :“ lim inf
nÑ8 supuPRn
Pr
x„C1
”
}x´ u}2 ď
a
nP1η
ı
ą 0.
Therefore, for sufficiently large n, there exists a u P Rn such that
Pr
x„C1
”
}x´ u}2 ď
a
nP1η
ı
ě {2. (72)
This u is what James uses in his jamming strategy. v can be found similarly.
It remains to show that under such a jamming strategy, the probability of error is non-vanishing in n if the sizes of C1
and C2 are too large. For notational convenience, let x0 :“ x and y0 :“ y. Note that if the coin flip is 1, Bob receives
z “ x0 ` x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xL ´ Lu` y ` g. If for any size-L subset L Ă t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu,›››››ÿ
iPL
xi ´ Lu
›››››
2
ď ?nN,
then it is impossible for Bob to tell, among L` 1 codewords, which L-sized subset of codewords were forged by James and
which one was transmitted by user one. Hence, conditioned on that x0,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are distinct, even using the optimal decoder,
the decoding error probability is at least 1L`1 since x0,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL appear indistinguishable to him. Even the decoder knew y
(the encoding of user two’s message w) was transmitted, there is nothing that the he can do better than randomly guessing a
L-sized subset L “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLu Ă t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu and outputting the list pi1, wq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piL, wq. Similarly, if the coin flip is 0,›››››ÿ
iPL
y
i
´ Lv
›››››
2
ď ?nN,
for all L P `t0,1,¨¨¨ ,LuL ˘, and y0,y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,yL are distinct, then the decoding error probability is at least 1L`1 .
Given the above intuition, we proceed with the formal analysis as follows. Let T denote the outcome of James’ coin flip.
The average error probability is at least
1
2
¨ Pr
«
@L P
ˆt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu
L
˙
,
›››››ÿ
iPL
xi ´ Lu
›››››
2
ď ?nN ; x0,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are distinct
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇT “ 1
ff
¨ 1
L` 1 (73)
`1
2
¨ Pr
«
@L P
ˆt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu
L
˙
,
›››››ÿ
iPL
y
i
´ Lv
›››››
2
ď ?nN ; y
0
,y
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,y
L
are distinct
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇT “ 0
ff
¨ 1
L` 1 . (74)
By symmetry of the cases where T “ 1 and T “ 0, it suffices to bound term (73). Note that conditioning on T can be removed
since the events in the probability are independent of T .
Pr
«
@L P
ˆt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu
L
˙
,
›››››ÿ
iPL
xi ´ Lu
›››››
2
ď ?nN ; x0,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are distinct
ff
ěPr
«
@L P
ˆt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu
L
˙
,
›››››ÿ
iPL
xi ´ Lu
›››››
2
ď ?nN
ff
´ Pr rx0,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are not distincts . (75)
The second term in Eqn. (75) equals
1´ M ´ 1
M
M ´ 2
M
¨ ¨ ¨M ´ L
M
—δn.
Note that δn “ onp1q.
The first term in Eqn. (75) is more involved. Let B :“ Bn `u,?nP1η˘ denote the n-dimensional Euclidean ball centered
around u of radius
?
nP1η. Note that by Eqn. (72), Pr rx P Bs ě {2. We claim that the first term can be bounded as follows.
Pr
»—– č
LPpt0,1,¨¨¨ ,LuL q
$&%
›››››ÿ
iPL
pxi ´ uq
›››››
2
2
ď nN
,.-
fiffifl
ěPr
»——– č
iPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
txi P Bu X
č
i‰j
i,jPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
 @
xi ´ u,xj ´ u
D ď nP1?γη(
fiffiffifl . (76)
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This follows due to the following reasons. Assume the event in Eqn. (76) holds. Then for any L P `t0,1,¨¨¨ ,LuL ˘, we have›››››ÿ
iPL
pxi ´ uq
›››››
2
2
“
ÿ
iPL
}xi ´ u}22 `
ÿ
i‰j
i,jPL
@
xi ´ u,xj ´ u
D
ďLnP1η ` LpL´ 1qnP1?γη
“nLP1 pη˚ ` γ{2` pL´ 1q?γηq (77)
ďnLP1 p1` γ{2` pL´ 1q?γηq , (78)
ďnLP1 p1` δ1{2q (79)
ănN, (80)
where Eqn. (77) is by definition of η :“ η˚` γ{2, Eqn. (78) follows since η˚ ď 1, Eqn. (79) is by the choice of γ (Eqn. (71))
such that γ{2` pL´ 1q?γη ď δ1{2, and Eqn. (80) follows since LP1p1` δ1q “ N .
Continuing with Eqn. (76), it can be further lower bounded by
Pr
»– č
iPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
txi P Bu
fifl´ Pr
»——– č
iPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
txi P Bu X
ď
i‰j
i,jPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
 @
xi ´ u,xj ´ u
D ą nP1?γη(
fiffiffifl . (81)
The first term of Eqn. (81) equals
Pr rx P BsL`1 ěp{2qL`1. (82)
since each xi is i.i.d. The second term of Eqn. (81) is upper bounded as
Pr
»——– č
iPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
txi P Bu X
ď
i‰j
i,jPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
 @
xi ´ u,xj ´ u
D ą nP1?γη(
fiffiffifl
“Pr
»——– ď
i‰j
i,jPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
¨˝ @
xi ´ u,xj ´ u
D ą nP1?γη(X č
iPt0,1,¨¨¨ ,Lu
txi P Bu‚˛
fiffiffifl
ďpL` 1qL
2
Pr
“ @
x1 ´ u,x2 ´ uD ą nP1?γη(X  x1 P B(X  x2 P B(‰ . (83)
To upper bound the probability in Eqn. (83), note that the event in the probability implies›››px1 ´ uq ´aγ{ηpx2 ´ uq›››2
2
“ ››x1 ´ u››2
2
` γ
η
››x2 ´ u››2
2
´ 2aγ{η @x1 ´ u,x2 ´ uD
ănP1η ` γ
η
nP1η ´ 2
a
γ{ηnP1?γη
“nP1pη ´ γq
“nP1pη˚ ´ γ{2q.
Therefore, we have
Pr
“ @
x1 ´ u,x2 ´ uD ą nP1?γη(X  x1 P B(X  x2 P B(‰
ďPr
„›››x1 ´ ´u`aγ{ηpx2 ´ uq¯›››2
2
ă nP1pη˚ ´ γ{2q

.
By the definition of η˚,
lim inf
nÑ8 supu1PRn
Pr
”››x1 ´ u1››2
2
ă nP1pη˚ ´ γ{2q
ı
“ 0.
In other words, take u1 :“ u`aγ{ηpx2 ´ uq, then
Pr
„›››x1 ´ ´u`aγ{ηpx2 ´ uq¯›››2
2
ă nP1pη˚ ´ γ{2q

“ δ1n,
where δ1n “ onp1q. Substituting it back to Eqn. (83), the second term in Eqn. (81) is at most pL`1qL2 δ1n.
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Finally, for T “ 1 case, the average error probability (Eqn. (73)) is at least
1
2pL` 1q
ˆ
p{2qL`1 ´ pL` 1qL
2
δ1n ´ δn
˙
.
By similar calculations, the average probability of error when T “ 0 is also bounded away from 0. This finishes the proof for
converse.
X. OPEN QUESTIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We list several open questions and future directions.
‚ In an ongoing work [ZJ], Zhang and Jaggi managed to close the gap between upper and lower bounds on list sizes
for list decoding for oblivious AVCs under input and state constraints. This is achieved by introducing yet another new
notion of symmetrizability named CP-symmetrizability (where CP stands for completely positive). It is believed that in
the oblivious case CP-symmetrizability collapses to weak symmetrizability introduced by [SG12], which, if is true, will
prove a conjecture left in [SG12]. This will be justified in a future version of [ZJ]. In the AVMAC setting, it is natural
to import ideas from [ZJ] and check how CP-symmetrizability should be defined properly and what it yields. This is left
as one of our future directions.
‚ In a recent work [PS19] which dealt with unique decoding for two-user AVMACs, the boundary case where exactly
one user has capacity 0 was solved which was left as an open question in [AC99]. This does not directly follow from
single-user symmetrizability since the user who transmits at zero-rate may use nonempty codebook of subexponential
size. This increases the difficulty for James to jam. The boundary case for list decoding for AVMACs will be treated in
a future version of this paper.
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